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An Outline of Hope
• Hope Formation Stories

• Diagnose the problem? 
    What is causing our hopelessness

• What is Hope?
• From our Christian Perspective 

• From our Catholic View

• From a Spiritual lens 

• Building a culture of Hope

•Humankindness as a strategy 

• Gratitude paves the way for hope



Hope Stories

• We all have stories of hope in our lives 

• These stories are in four areas of our lives 

• Identity/History (who we are) 

• Moral Code (how we behave) 

• Spiritual/Religious Identity (how we connect to the 
sacred) 

• Social/Relationships (how we relate)



• Identity/History (who we are) 

       Q. Who is one person that shaped your sense of hope?         

• Moral Code (how we behave) 

       Q. What is one way that show (behave) out of hope? 

• Spiritual/Religious Identity  

          (how we connect to the sacred) 

       Q. How does my spirituality or religious practice support        
my sense of hope?  

• Social/Relationships (how we relate) 

         Q. How do my relationships or groups I belong to help me      
foster hope? 



–A Video

“I Grew Up on Hope Street” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_c1xLr2T7Q



Current Crisis
• from Latinized form of Greek krisis 

"turning point in a disease, that change 
which indicates recovery or death”

•Political Distress

•Church Distress

•Millennial Milieu  ( fun, fast and 
easy) 

•In security

•Old structures do not meet 
the need

•We feel fear in our bodies

•We are in a Spiritual Crisis



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p3DzUwxI0o

• Despair happens because there is suffering in our world….
Some caused by our sins some caused by the forces of nature 



Agony in the 
Garden

Matthew 26:36


“Father, if it is possible, let this cup 
pass from me; yet not what I want 
but what you want.”



Hope Defined
What hope is not- 

• Positive Attitude (emotion) 

• Wishful Thinking 

• Feeling Good 

• Naive  
           (pretending that things will turn out ok)

Happiness vs. Meaningfulness 



Hope Defined
• Theological virtue…. 


• In Spanish—“esperanza”… “espera” or to wait. 


• Divine providence


• Radical Hope (root)



Hope

Hope is the theological virtue

“Hope is the theological virtue by which we desire the 
kingdom of heaven and eternal life as our happiness, 
placing our trust in Christ’s promises and relying  
not on our own strength, but on the help of the grace  
of the Holy Spirit.”       CCC 1817

• Grace as a conduit 

• Resurrection and redemption as part of 
    our hope

• There is a communal aspect to Hope
…makes it radical



Pathway to Hope

• Realistic goals  
     (I know where I want to go).  

• Pathway to achieve goal 
(flexible)  

    (I have a plan; I’m persistent       
and I’m resilient)  

• We believe in ourselves  
     (I can do this!).  

Framework



Culture of Hope
• Framework can be individual or communal


• Pope Francis and the Culture of Encounter


• When we truly know each other we can begin to accept 
and love one another


• Community is foundational for hope


• Video…is a radical call to hope



HumanKindness 
• Chesed… from the Hebrew…  
    “loving kindness”  

• Charity =Love 

• This can be taught… 

• Create Space for Kindness



Kindness Market
1. Smile					
2. Listen					
3. Please					
4. Thank	you				
5. Hugs						
6. Chores	
7. Helping	
8. Gra0tude	
9. Gree0ng	
10. Pick	up	liKer	
11. Compliment	

someone	
12. Help	make	dinner	
13. Feed	the	birds	

14. Empathy	
15. Sympathy	
16. Wipe	a	tear	
17. Share		
18. Volunteer	
19. Apologize		
20. Congratulate		
21. Donate		
22. Visit	the	sick	
23. Advocate	
24. Be	suppor0ve		
25. Clean	up	
26. Help	others	
27. Show	interest	

28. Pray	
29. Thank	you	notes	
30. Plant	a	tree	
31. Pay	it	forward	
32. Spend	0me	

together		
33. Encourage	
34. Recycle		
35. Tithe		
36. Inspire	
37. Share	lunch	
38. Be	polite		
39. Caring		
40. Show	love



Practical Ideas
• Kindness Calendar… write in a kindness activity for 

everyday of the month


• Have a Kindness week or month…year?


• Kindness recognition…for groups


• Kindness cards—-gratitude 


• Gamify kindness—-Bingo, Scavenger Hunt, 


• Kindness rocks… write good words and leave in the park



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USWXF1XW2zo
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcNxY4TudXo



Part of the problem with the word disabilities is 

that it immediately suggests an inability to see or 

hear or walk or do other things that many of us 

take for granted. But what of people who can’t 

feel? Or talk about their feelings? Or manage their 

feelings in constructive ways? What of people who 

aren’t able to form close and strong relationships? 

And people who cannot find fulfillment in their 

lives, or those who have lost hope, who live in 

disappointment and bitterness and find in life no 

joy, no love? These, it seems to me, are the real 

disabilities.

•Mister Rogers


